THE “ISSUE IS…”

Announcing a Seminar Series on

Intervention and Implementation Science in Aging

Overview: The Johns Hopkins University School of Nursing interdivisional and interdisciplinary Center for Innovative Care in Aging will offer a Work in Progress Seminar focusing on issues related to intervention and implementation science in aging. The seminar will serve as a forum for faculty, predoctoral and postdoctoral students to explore issues related to behavioral intervention and implementation research or to present ongoing research or emerging intervention ideas and issues.

Through presentation and group discussion, each interactive session will focus on a specific issue, provide an opportunity to present emerging ideas and issues, and receive constructive comments and thoughtful critique to further scholarship in the science of intervention research with older adults. It will also provide a forum to ‘trial run’ conference and workshop/seminar papers.

The focus of each seminar discussion will vary; however, the series as a whole will provide exposure to the full range of substantive topics related to intervention research with older adults. It is expected that the range of specialty areas, expertise and professional backgrounds of participants will assure exposure to rich discussion, diverse knowledge bases and unique insights.

Role of Session Conveners: Each session will have a designated convener who articulates the identified issue or challenge provides brief background information and a recommended reading(s) concerning the issue and leads the discussion.

Location and Time: First Thursday of each month, from 8 a.m.-9 a.m.

Light breakfast will be served.
Adobe Connect Available
https://connect.johnshopkins.edu/r89efn7v4hv/
For those inside Hopkins:  Log in with your JHED
For those outside of Hopkins: Log in as 'Guest'
Topics for 2013

Tentative Schedule

April 4: The issue is: Selecting an appropriate control group (Dr. George Rebok)

April 11: The issue is: Establishing community partnerships for intervention research (Dr. Jennifer Wenzel and Dr. Lori Erby) Note: Second presentation in April; Rescheduled from March 7.

May 2: The issue is: Using actigraphy and other “objective” measures (Dr. Adam Spira)

June 6: The issue is: Fidelity to the intervention (Dr. Jeanine Parisi)

Evaluating multi-component trials (Part II)

July 11 (NOTE: 2nd Thursday): The issue is: Analytic considerations for multicomponent interventions (Dr. David Roth)

September 5: The issue is: Integrating economic analytic approaches in intervention research (Dr. Kevin Frick)

New directions in intervention design, implementation, and evaluation (Part III)

October 3: The issue is: Evidence-grading (speaker TBD)

November 7: The issue is: What is Implementation Science (Dr. David Holtgrave)

December 5: The issue is: Interventions in Development (Panel TBD)